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ABSTRACT 
A generalization fthe arithmetic-harmonic-mean inequality ispresented, naaking 
use of the concept of the parallel sum of matrices. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
The purpose of this note is to give a generalization of the inequality 
E"  " E"  = i= la~x i>~(E i= la ix~a) - l , x~,a i>O, l<~i<~n,  i=la~ 1, to the case 
of nonnegative definite matrices and the Loewner partial order >/(r) on the 
set ~v  of real symmetric m × m matrices, i.e., for A, B ~, ,  one has 
A >1 (L)B iff A - B is nonnegative definite. Such a generalization has already 
been found by Anderson and Duffin [1, Corollary 23] for the case a i = n -1 
1 ~< i ~< n. It is, however, not obvious in which way arbitrary weights hould 
be respected. Moreover, the proof given there is tailored to the case of equal 
weights. 
For the formulation and the proof of the inequality we refer to the 
terminology and some of the results in [1]: Let ~,+ denote the set of 
nonnegative definite matrices in ~r .  For A, B ~,,+, their parallel sum is 
defined by 
A:  B = A( A + B)+B;  (1) 
of. also Rao and Mitra [3, Section 10.1.6]; here A + denotes the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of A. Since A = ( A + B )( A + B ) + A and B = ( A + B X A + B ) + B 
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(of. e.g. Rao and Mitra [3, Lemma 2.2.4]), one also has the representations 
A:B  = (A  + B) (A  + B)+ A(A  + B)+ B 
= (a  +B) (A  +B)  +(A +B) (A  +B)  +B 
- (  A + B)( A + B) + B( A + B) + B 
= B - B( A + B) + B (2) 
and similarly 
A:B  =A-A(A  + B)+ A. (3) 
Since parallel addition is commutative and associative (el. Lemma 1 and 
Lemma 6 in [1]), one also has 
A:B  =B(A  + B)+ A, (4) 
E + and for A i .ZF,~, 1~ i <~ n, the sum 
~ :A  i=A I :A  2:''':A,~ 
i=1 
is well defined. Furthermore, Am + is closed with respect o parallel addition 
(cf. Lemma 2 in [1]), and for a >~ 0 one has 
(oeA) : (o~B) = aA -- oe2A[a( A + B) ]+A 
= a[A-A(A  + B) +A] = a(A :B) .  (5) 
PROPOSITION. 
= 1. Then 
Let n ~ N, n >1 2, A i ~m+, oq > 0, 1 ~< i ~< n, ~'=lt~i 
ot,,A, >/(L)~ :(ot/-1Ai). (O) 
i=1 i=l 
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Proof. (Induction on n.) In the case n = 2 one has, observing (1), (4), 
(3), and (2), that 
(i) AI (a2A 1 4- oqA2)+A2 = A2(a.2A l + crlA2)+A1 = 
(a~-lA1) : (oe.21A.~), 
(ii) Al(oe. 2A~ + a 1A2)+AI = a~- t{A 1 - a l [ (a / lA1) :  (a~-lA.2)]}, 
(iii) A2(ol 2 A I + ,1A2)+A2 = cqJ{A2 - a2[(oL ~-IAI): (a2-1A2)]}. 
From (i)-(iii) one gets that 
0 ~<(L)a loe2(A 1 -- Ag) (oe  2A  1 4- o~,A2) + (A  1 - A2) 
+ ~;1{A2-  .2 [ ( . : 'a~)  : ( . ;  a , ) ]}  - e [ (< ~a~) : ( . ; 'a~)] )  
= O~lA 1 -]- ol2A 2 --(0l  2 -~- 012 4- ~o~]o~g)[(o~l lA1) : (og21A2)] ,  
which proves the assertion for n = 2. 
Then, using the induction hypothesis twice and (5), one obtains 
E °llAi = °~n+lAn+l  4- oej a i Otj Ai 
j= l  i=1 j= l  
n+l  
= E :(./- 'A,). 
i=1 
REMARKS. 
a) If all A i are positive definite, one easily gets by induction on n that 
E n E"i=l : (a~lA i )  = ( ~=1 °t iA(  1)-1" In this case the result of the proposition is 
known as a consequence of the convexity of the mapping h: A --+ A-1. A 
slightly more general version is given by Kiefer [2, Lemma 3.2]. 
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(b) Inequality (6) is trivial if FI n= 1 ~(A i )  = {0} where ~(A)  denotes 
the range of A. By Lemma 3 in [1] the right-hand side of (6) is in this case 
the zero matrix. 
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